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Executive Session on Policing and
Public Safety
This is one in a series of papers that will be pub
lished as a result of the Executive Session on
Policing and Public Safety.
Harvard’s Executive Sessions are a convening
of individuals of independent standing who take
joint responsibility for rethinking and improving
society’s responses to an issue. Members are
selected based on their experiences, their repu
tation for thoughtfulness and their potential for
helping to disseminate the work of the Session.
In the early 1980s, an Executive Session on Policing
helped resolve many law enforcement issues of
the day. It produced a number of papers and
concepts that revolutionized policing. Thirty years
later, law enforcement has changed and NIJ and
Harvard’s Kennedy School of Government are
again collaborating to help resolve law enforce
ment issues of the day.

In many fundamental respects, the investigation
process, though showing some advances, seems
to have been relatively uninfluenced by signifi
cant changes in policing, the crime problem and
technological advances made in the past thirty
years. In the main, it is our view that progress
in police criminal investigation efforts remains
largely isolated from broader police efforts to
respond more effectively, more efficiently, and
more resolutely to the crime problem in general.
— Horvath, Meesig and Lee,
National Survey of Police Policies and Practices
Regarding the Criminal Investigations Process:
Twenty-Five Years After Rand (2001:5).

Introduction
Over the last three decades, policing has gone

Learn more about the Executive Session on
Policing and Public Safety at:

through a period of significant change and

NIJ’s website: http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/topics/
law-enforcement/executive-sessions/welcome.htm

cal time frame, the police have reconsidered

Harvard’s website: http://www.hks.harvard.edu/
criminaljustice/executive_sessions/policing.htm

innovation. In what is a relatively short histori
their fundamental mission, the nature of core
strategies of policing, and the character of
their relationships with the communities they
serve. This reconsideration is now broadly con
ceived of as community and problem-oriented
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policing. Within the community and problem-

publications programs, created what was consid

oriented policing paradigm shift, many innova

ered an incorruptible and proficient Federal Bureau

tions have developed, including broken windows,

of Investigation (FBI) (Reppetto, 1978). Hoover’s

hot spots, pulling levers, Compstat and other polic

and the FBI’s status were so high that urban police

ing approaches (Weisburd and Braga, 2006). These

departments modeled their overall strategy and the

changes and innovations grew out of concern that

role of criminal investigators on the FBI model. The

core policing tactics, such as preventive patrol,

question of the “fit” between a federal law enforce

rapid response to calls for service and follow-up

ment model and an urban police model aside, the

investigations, did not produce significant impacts

impact of J. Edgar Hoover and the FBI on local

on crime and disorder. There is now a growing con

police departments and their strategies should not

sensus that the police can control crime when they

be underestimated, even today.

are focused on identifiable risks, such as crime hot
spots, repeat victims and very active offenders, and

The basic work of the criminal investigator has

when they use a range of tactics to address these

changed little since the “standard” model of polic

ongoing problems (Braga, 2001, 2008a; Skogan and

ing (also known as the “professional” or “reform”

Frydl, 2004; Weisburd and Eck, 2004). In the United

model) popularized during the 1950s, although

States, these police innovations have been largely

forensic technology has evolved considerably. In

implemented by uniformed patrol officers rather

terms of controlling crime, investigators essen

than criminal investigators.

tially conduct ad-hoc reactive investigations to
hold offenders accountable for crimes in the hopes

W hile Anglo-Saxon policing — the basis of

of generating deterrence through making arrests.

American policing — originated during the early

Criminal investigators clearly play an important

19th century, criminal investigation is largely

role in delivering justice to crime victims. However,

a 20th-century phenomenon. During the first

in their investigation of cases, they gain intimate

stages of Anglo-Saxon policing — at least until the

knowledge of repeat victims, high-rate offenders

beginning of the 20th century — detective work

and locations that generate a disproportionate

remained largely in the private sector, although

amount of criminal incidents. Investigators hold

small detective units developed in the United

valuable information on recurring crime problems

States, England and France. In the United States,

and could occupy a central role in developing cre

detectives were generally viewed as low-status

ative responses to stop the next crime instead of

operators, as much given to bringing trouble and

responding to it. Unfortunately, few police depart

corruption into police departments as solving com

ments have been successful in their attempts to

munity problems. Their status and mystique were

reorient the work of criminal investigators more

enhanced when J. Edgar Hoover took over the cor

broadly towards crime control.

rupt Bureau of Investigation during the 1920s and
through a variety of measures, ranging from strict

It is our belief that criminal investigators are more

behavioral standards for investigators to shrewd

valuable to police crime-control operations than
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most police executives realize. In most police

Apart from the last one, all these skills are gener

departments, the “fruit” of an investigation is the

ally much more concentrated among investigators

arrest and subsequent conviction of a criminal

than uniformed patrol officers. For the last one, the

offender. Indeed, the work of criminal investiga

investigators’ crime “knowledge” tends to be more

tors in apprehending serious offenders can be

offender-centric, whereas patrol officers’ knowl

incredibly creative, involve dogged persistence and

edge is more naturally place-centric, victim-centric

include acts of heroism. We believe that the fruit of

and crime-type-centric.

their labor can be the investigative results as well
as the incorporation of investigative knowledge

Many of the skills listed above contribute to the

and actions into crime-control strategies. Relative

ability of investigators to handle a case from start

to other police department staff, criminal investiga

(crime incident report) to finish (conviction), which

tors have special expertise in the following areas:

patrol officers usually cannot do except in really
simple cases, because the structure and sched

●

Interviewing skills (for interviewing victims,

ule of normal patrol operations generally do not

witnesses and offenders).

allow it. With their special knowledge and skill
set, investigators can advise uniformed patrol

●

Developing and managing of informants.

●

Conducting covert surveillance, including the

supplement their crime-control efforts with their

use of advanced surveillance technologies.

expertise in conducting surveillances, doing under

officers on the nature of local crime problems and

cover work, and interviewing victims and offenders.
●

Identifying and locating potential witnesses and
sources of intelligence.

●

Preserving and developing evidence.

●

Preparing cases for prosecution and liaising with

Investigators can also collaborate with analysts to
develop in-depth descriptions of recurring crime
problems. Our point is that criminal investigators
are not being fully utilized by most police depart

prosecutors in the lead-up to, and conduct of,
a trial.
●

●

●

ments in their management of recurring crime
problems. In essence, the “crime control loop” is
not complete without the participation of crimi

Protecting, managing and preparing witnesses

nal investigators in the problem-solving process

for trial.

(Sparrow, 2008).

Sequencing of investigative steps in an inquiry,

In this paper, we develop an argument that police

so as to optimize chances of success.

departments need to engage in a critical examina

Maintaining knowledge of, and in some cases
relationships with, criminals and criminal
groups.

tion of the work of their investigators and recognize
their importance in understanding and controlling
recurring crime problems. Police departments and
managers need to inspire a spirit of innovation
and creativity among investigators in responding
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to crime that goes beyond simply managing their

police executives and policymakers to consider in

caseloads and making arrests. As with uniformed

moving the work of criminal investigators towards

patrol operations in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, it is

crime control in their jurisdictions.

time for a period of innovation in the work of crimi
controlling crime rather than handling only the

Research on the Effectiveness of
Criminal Investigators

cases that come their way. Throughout this paper,

Within police departments, criminal investiga

we use the broad term “criminal investigators”

tors are smaller in number, have an elite status,

rather than more specific terms such as “detectives”

and benefit from special perks such as promotions,

or “inspectors” to represent sworn police personnel

not wearing uniforms, earning higher salary or

who are charged with completing follow-up inves

increasing overtime opportunities, and enjoy

tigations of crimes that are not solved by patrol

ing considerable discretion of their use of time.

officers. Follow-up investigations include primary

Criminal investigators have a more clearly defined

activities such as interviewing victims and check

mission than patrol officers: to arrest the criminal

ing the crime scene, secondary activities such as

(Walker, 1992). Success in this mission can have

collecting physical evidence and canvassing for

great moral significance to the investigator, just

and interviewing witnesses, and tertiary activi

as arresting a serious criminal gives the officer

ties such as interviewing suspects and informants,

a tangible sense of protecting the community.

discussing the case with other police personnel,

Investigators also enjoy a romanticized reputation

checking departmental records, and conducting

as being effective crime fighters in books, movies,

stakeouts (Eck, 1983).1

and television. These factors lead to an investiga

nal investigators that develops their potential for

We begin by briefly reviewing the implications of
key research studies on the work of criminal inves
tigators and acknowledging the limits of existing
practices for effective crime control. We then con

tor culture that privileges their crime-fighting
efforts as superior to patrol-based strategies and,
at least partially, separates them from the rest of
the department.

sider the relevant ideas from newer approaches to

The bulk of criminal investigation work, however, is

crime prevention and control — such as problem-

not as exciting or as successful as it is portrayed in

oriented policing and intelligence-led policing

the media or by the police themselves. As Herman

— that are helpful in reorienting investigators to

Goldstein (1977: 55-56) suggests in his classic work

address ongoing crime problems. We then survey

Policing a Free Society:

the experiences of several large police departments
in the United States, United Kingdom and Australia

It borders on heresy to point out that, in

in implementing strategic changes to the operations

fact, much of what detectives do consists

of their criminal investigations bureaus. We con

of very routine and rather elementary

clude by offering some broad, guiding principles for

chores, including much paper processing;
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that a good deal of their work is not only

1980s that debunked the mythology of criminal

not exciting, it is downright boring; that

investigators (Greenwood, Chaiken and Petersilia,

the situations they confront are often

1977; Ericson, 1982; Royal Commission on

less challenging and less demanding

Criminal Procedure, 1981). Exhibit 1 summarizes

than those handled by patrolling police

the key research findings of three well-known

officers; that it is arguable whether spe

research studies on the work of criminal inves

cial skills and knowledge are required

tigators (Bayley, 1998).

for detective work; that a considerable
amount of detective work is actually

It is important to recognize that it is difficult to

taken on a hit-or-miss basis; and that the

apply general characterizations based on these

capacity of detectives to solve crimes is

research studies to the work of all criminal inves

greatly exaggerated.

tigators within and across police agencies. The
work of particular investigators, such as those

Goldstein’s observations were supported by a

involved in dealing with terrorism, organized

series of research studies in the 1970s and early

crime and homicide, can be far from the routine

Exhibit 1. Findings of Seminal Research Studies on Police Investigation of Serious Crimes

1.The vast majority of crime that police investigate is brought to their attention by the public. Police discover very little crime on their own. Except for a few
proactive investigations into corruption, vice, and organized crime, most criminal investigations involve crimes that have been committed, not those in prog
ress or not yet committed.
2.The essential ingredient in solving almost every crime is the identification of the suspect by the public. If the offender is not caught on the spot, success
depends on the victim or witnesses providing information that specifically identifies the likely suspect, such as a name, address, license plate number, or
relation to the victim. If an offender has not been identified by the public for detectives, the chances of solving any crime fall to about 10 percent.
3.Contrary to fictional portrayals, detectives do not work from facts to identification of suspects; they work from identification of suspects back to facts that
are necessary to prosecute and convict them. The primary job of detectives is not to find unknown suspects, but to collect evidence required for a successful
prosecution of known suspects. Although fictional detectives are constantly warning against the danger of forming a hypothesis too early, that is precisely
what real detectives do most of the time. For all the drama of novels, movies and television, the fact is that criminal investigation is largely a matter of pro
cessing paperwork. This does not make it easy. Knowledge of the law and of people is critically important. But it is work that does not rely on the skills of
Kojak or Dirty Harry. Instead, it requires the steady discipline and persistence of an accountant or bank examiner.

4.More crimes are solved through information provided by arrested or convicted offenders — called “secondary clearances” — than are solved by the original
work of the police. Indeed, the major opportunity for raising clearance rates — the ratio of solved crimes to reported crimes — lies in having the police
work more systematically to encourage criminals to confess to previous criminal acts.
5.Detectives generally have more information about particular crimes than they can assimilate and use. Furthermore, physical or forensic evidence makes only
a small contribution to either detection or prosecution.

6.Neither the way in which criminal investigation is organized nor caseloads of detectives affect the success police have in solving crimes.
Sources: Greenwood, Chaiken and Petersilia (1977), Ericson (1982), Royal Commission on Criminal Procedure (1981) and as summarized by Bayley (1998: 72-73).
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work summarized here. Nevertheless, volume

observed were made by patrol officers who were the

crimes, such as burglary, larceny, assault and

first to respond to the crime scene and immediately

robbery, drive the bulk of investigative activity

obtained the eyewitness testimony of victims and

in police departments. The vast majority of these

witnesses. Reiss and Bordua (1967:43) suggested

volume crime investigations can be regarded as

that most crimes “solve themselves in the sense

matters of routine detective work.

that the violator is ‘known’ to the complainant or
to the police at the time the crime initially comes to

The landmark Rand Corporation study is generally

the attention of the police.” Coupled with data from

recognized as the most influential of these stud

the FBI on the low probability of arrest for Index

ies, as it directly observed detective operations in 25

crimes,2 these studies collectively raised questions

police agencies and surveyed detective practices in

about the effectiveness of criminal investigators in

an additional 156 police departments (Greenwood

holding offenders accountable for their crimes.

and Petersilia, 1975). The major findings of the Rand
study include: the most serious crimes are solved by

This body of research suggests that investigative

the responding patrol officer through information

results, such as arrests, are beyond the control of the

obtained from the victim or victims, rather than leads

investigator. According to this circumstance-result

developed by investigators; in more than half of the

hypothesis (Eck, 1992), random circumstances —

cases solved, the suspect’s identity is known or easily

such as the presence of a witness, whether the

determined at the time the crime is reported to police;

victim marked his or her stolen property, and the

an investigator’s time is largely consumed reviewing

presence of physical evidence — determine case

reports, documenting files, and attempting to locate

outcomes. In contrast, the effort-result hypothesis

and interview victims on cases that experience has

suggests that the work of criminal investigators,

shown are unlikely to be solved; and many investiga

such as interviewing victims, cultivating infor

tions are conducted without any hope of developing

mants and checking records, increases the

leads, but simply to satisfy victims’ expectations

likelihood that the crime might be solved. While

(Greenwood, Chaiken and Petersilia, 1977).

this idea has been perpetuated mainly through
mythology, there is some research evidence to sup

Certainly, the issues raised by the Rand study

port the position that investigative effort matters

were informed by earlier critical examinations of

(Ward, 1971; Folk, 1971).

the nature of police work. For instance, the U.S.
President’s Commission on Law Enforcement

In 1979, the Police Executive Research Forum

and Administration of Justice Task Force on the

(PERF) examined logs completed by patrol officers

Police (1967) questioned the principles underly

and detectives, official reports, and observations

ing investigator deployments and lamented the

of investigators at work to describe the investiga

poor coordination between patrol and detective

tive process in DeKalb County, Ga.; St. Petersburg,

divisions. Systematic observation work by Albert

Fla.; and Wichita, Kan. (Eck, 1983). The PERF

Reiss, Jr. (1971) revealed that 87 percent of all arrests

research suggested that both circumstance-result
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and effort-result hypotheses had some validity.

factors” associated with investigative work

Based on the PERF study, Eck (1992: 31-32) argued

included: budgeting and allocating resources;

that the investigative process implicitly works to

improving relationships with the prosecutor;

divide cases into three groups:

interacting with the public, especially victims
and witnesses; improving relationships between

1. Cases that cannot be solved with a rea

investigators and patrol officers; decentralizing

sonable amount of investigative effort.

detective assignments, particularly in neighbor

2. Cases solved by circumstances, which
only requires that the suspects be
arrested, booked and interrogated, and
a prosecutable case prepared.
3. Cases that may be solved if a reasonable
level of investigative effort is applied to
them, but will not be solved otherwise.

hood team policing approaches; using civilian
employees for investigative tasks; assigning per
sonnel; supervising and training investigative
personnel; improving investigative procedures;
and conducting investigative activities not
related to specific cases.
Unfortunately, positive research findings that
clearance rates could be influenced by case-

These findings suggest that robust case-screen

screening procedures and varying investigative

ing procedures and effective management

resource-allocation schemes were often coun

interventions could improve the functioning of

tered by research that reported largely negative

investigative units. During the 1970s and early

findings. For instance, Greenwood (1970) found

1980s some departments attempted to develop

no relationship between arrests and cases per

better case-screening procedures to ensure that

detectives for burglaries and found a negative

criminal investigators were investing their efforts

relationship for assaults. Indeed, even the PERF

in those cases that were most likely to generate

study observed that investigations seemed to be a

an arrest rather than spending time on cases

low-payoff endeavor under even the best circum

that were not. In the management realm, an

stances (Eck, 1983). Eck (1992:33) later concluded

experiment in Rochester, N.Y., found that vary

that “it is unlikely that improvements in the way

ing factors, such as including patrol officers in

investigations are conducted or managed will

investigations and engaging a team approach

have a dramatic effect on crime or criminal

to unsolved incidents, could improve the likeli

justice.”

hood of making an arrest (Bloch and Bell, 1976).
Another review of investigative best practices in
six police departments concluded that strate
gic management principles and practices could
influence clearance rates (Bloch and Weidman,
1975). The issues that influenced the “solvability

Today, in spite of the ev idence available
through both research and practice, very few
U.S. police departments are experimenting
with new approaches to the management of
criminal investigators and their work. A recent
National Institute of Justice-sponsored survey
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of investigative practices in 1,746 U.S. law enforce

relatively stable over the last 35 years in the United

ment agencies concluded that there was little

States. As figure 1 shows, the probability of arrest

meaningful change in the basic work of criminal

for violent crimes and property crimes has hovered

investigators (Horvath, Meesig and Lee, 2001). As

around 46 percent and 17 percent, respectively,

will be discussed later in this paper, this stands in

between 1971 and 2007. The clearance rate for

stark contrast to the trajectory of criminal investi

homicide, the most thoroughly investigated crime,

gation practice in other countries, most notably the

decreased from 79 percent in 1976 to 61 percent in

United Kingdom (Neyroud and Disley, 2007; Tilley,

2007.

Robinson and Burrows, 2007).
While improved investigative techniques and
Of course, over the last 30 years, there have been

technology have arguably improved the likelihood

noteworthy improvements in specific investiga

that the “right” people are being arrested for their

tive practices, such as the development of more

crimes, these advances do not seem to translate

effective and just ways of interviewing victims, wit

into an increased probability of arrest for offend

nesses and suspects; the implementation of proper

ers. If one of the assumed crime-control tenets of

methods of conducting perpetrator lineups; and the

the standard model of policing involves investiga

handling of physical evidence. Forensic technol

tors trying to prevent future crimes by generating

ogy available to investigators has vastly improved

deterrence through arrests (Skogan and Frydl,

their ability to make links between crimes and

2004), their ability to do so today does not seem

offenders. For instance, a recent National Institute

meaningfully different from the past. These inno

of Justice-sponsored experiment using DNA to

vations represent enhancements to the same basic

solve property crime found that the collection

investigative process rather than strategic changes

and analysis of physical evidence at crime scenes

to prevent crimes from happening in the first place.

improves the ability of investigators to identify,
arrest and prosecute criminal offenders (Ritter,

This is not to say that criminal investigators have

2008). Another evaluation found that the addition of

no value. In a noteworthy number of cases, good

ballistics imaging technology to the Boston Police

investigative work results in the identification and

Department’s Ballistics Unit significantly increased

apprehension of serious criminals. The persistent

their ability to link gun crimes committed with the

determination and resourcefulness of some inves

same firearm (Braga and Pierce, 2004).

tigators in apprehending perpetrators is extremely
impressive. However, when the totality of police

While this paper is not a review of the effects of

operations is considered, the cases solved by crimi

improved investigative techniques and forensic

nal investigators account for a very small part of

technology on investigator performance, we believe

police business (Goldstein, 1977). And if police

that it is important to note that, despite these

departments are serious about crime control, the

improvements, clearance rates have remained

work of the criminal investigator clearly needs to
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Figure 1. Clearance Rates for Homicide, Violent Crime and Property Crime in the United States
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Sources: U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Homicide Trends in the United States, http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/homicide/cleared.cfm,
U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics online, http://www.albany.edu/sourcebook/pdf/t4202007.pdf,
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime Reports, http://www.fbi.gov/ucr/ucr.htm.
Accessed June 10, 2009

be adjusted to go beyond arresting offenders in

accomplished through detailed analyses of crime

the hopes of generating a deterrent effect.

problems and the development of appropriate
solutions, rather than by effecting improvements

Developing a Crime-Control Orientation

in organization and management. The problem-

Since the 1980s, police departments have been

solving process requires “identifying these

experimenting with a much broader idea of crime

problems in more precise terms, researching

control and prevention. Proactive efforts to con

each problem, documenting the nature of the

trol crime were advanced by the publication of

current police response, assessing the adequacy

Herman Goldstein’s seminal article on problem-

of existing authority and resources, engaging

oriented policing (Goldstein, 1979). He argued

in a broad exploration of alternatives to present

that police departments were much too focused

responses, weighing the merits of these alterna

on how they were organized to do their work

tives, and choosing from among them” (Goldstein,

rather than on the crime problems they needed

1979:236). Since Goldstein’s article many police

to solve. Goldstein (1979, 1990) further suggested

departments have experimented with this

that greater operational effectiveness could be

problem-oriented approach, and the available
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evaluation research suggests that problem-oriented

occur. Police executives will need to develop new

policing is effective in dealing with a wide range of

case-management practices and provide analytic

crime problems (Braga, 2008a; Skogan and Frydl,

support to criminal investigators in ways that

2004; Weisburd and Eck, 2004; Weisburd et al., 2010).

parallel the changes to patrol operations when
problem-oriented policing approaches were being

Although Goldstein envisioned the problem-

implemented in the 1980s and 1990s. These admin

oriented approach as a departmentwide activity,

istrative arrangements will position investigators

it has largely been implemented by uniformed

to manage their caseloads and work on crime-

patrol officers. 3 Similar to uniformed patrol offi

control strategies. If appropriate control strategies

cers responding to repeated 911 calls for service,

are implemented, there should be a net reduction in

the work of most criminal investigators can also be

investigator caseloads through the effective man

thought of as “incident-driven policing” (Eck and

agement of recurring crime problems.

Spelman, 1987). Investigators respond to recurring
incidents, attempt to gather enough information to

With their working knowledge of victims, offend

generate a warrant or make an arrest, and rarely

ers and locations, criminal investigators are well

look for the underlying conditions that may be

positioned to contribute valuable information on

causing like groups of incidents. Like Goldstein,

the nature of crime problems. Figure 2 provides an

we believe criminal investigators should go further

example of some of the insightful data that inves

than responding to case after case, that they search

tigators may connect between crime events when

for solutions to recurring problems that generate

two gun crimes are linked through ballistics imag

the repeated incidents. Investigating unsolved inci

ing technology.

dents is an important task and still must be done,
but criminal investigators should respond system

Research suggests that crime tends to cluster

atically to recurring crimes arising from the same

among a few problem places, offenders and vic

problem. In order for criminal investigators to be

tims (Braga, 2008a). For instance, Spelman and

more efficient and effective, they must gather infor

Eck (1989) examined several U.S. studies and esti

mation about incidents and design an appropriate

mated that 10 percent of the victims in the U.S. are

response based on the nature of the underlying

involved in 40 percent of victimizations, 10 percent

conditions that cause the problem(s). A data-driven

of offenders are involved in more than 50 percent of

analytic approach, led and supported by investiga

serious crimes, and 10 percent of places are the sites

tors, would best position police departments to deal

of about 60 percent of calls for service. For certain

with recurring problems that generate the bulk of

crimes, such as gun violence, these concentrations

their cities’ crime.

can be much higher. A 2006 analysis of serious gun
violence in Boston found that only 1 percent of the

Criminal investigators, like patrol officers han

city’s youth ages 15 to 24 participated in gangs but

dling emergency calls for service, are constantly

gang violence accounted for 50 percent of all homi

being called upon to deal with new crimes as they

cides in the city (Braga, Hureau and Winship, 2008).
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More recently, Braga, Papachristos and Hureau

Braga, 1996). The working knowledge and experi

(2010) revealed that less than 5 percent of street

ences of the Boston Police Department’s Youth

block faces and street corners accounted for 74

Violence Strike Force detectives informed the

percent of all gun assault incidents in Boston

strategic problem analysis of youth violence and

between 1980 and 2008.

led to the development of an innovation response
to gang violence in Boston (Kennedy, Braga and

Criminal investigators, if properly oriented

Piehl, 1997). Boston Police detectives also played

and managed, could be very useful in control

a central operational role in implementing the

ling crime by addressing these identifiable

Ceasefire strategy that was associated with a near

risks. Criminal investigators are occasionally

two-thirds reduction in youth homicide in Boston

involved in specific initiatives, such as Boston’s

(Braga et al., 2001). Boston Police detectives con

well-known Operation Ceasefire, as important

tinuously developed actionable intelligence on

contributors to an effective preventive crime-con

latent and active gang disputes, worked with

trol and prevention strategy (Kennedy, Piehl and

federal law enforcement partners to identify and

Figure 2. Type of Investigative Information Linked by Ballstics Imaging Matches

Ballistic Evidence Link
●

Caliber of ﬁrearm

Gun Crime
Event 2

Gun Crime
Event 1

Information that is
always available
●

●
●
●

Crime type
Data of crime
Time of crime
Location of crime

Information that is
sometimes available
and variable in quality
●
●
●
●

●

Witness interviews
Victim interviews
Arrested offender interviews
Intelligence on violent groups,
individuals, and conﬂicts in
area
Other physical evidence
(ﬁngerprints, DNA, etc.)

Source: Braga (2008b:296).

Information that is
always available
●

●
●
●
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Data of crime
Time of crime
Location of crime

Information that is
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●
●
●
●

●

Witness interviews
Victim interviews
Arrested offender interviews
Intelligence on violent groups,
individuals and conﬂicts in
area
Other physical evidence
(ﬁngerprints, DNA, etc.)

If a gun is recovered
●

●

●

Type, make, model
First purchaser and dealer for
traceable gun
Other physical evidence
(ﬁngerprints, DNA, etc.)
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shut down pipelines of illegal guns to gang mem

While there has been growth and development in

bers, and supported community-based and social

problem-oriented policing as an idea and a polic

service agencies in their efforts to provide services

ing movement, its emergence has been slow. In

and opportunities to gang members who wanted

2000, Michael Scott, the Director of the Center for

them.

Problem-Oriented Policing, reflected on 20 years of
accumulated experience in problem-oriented polic

There are obviously other examples of investigators

ing and observed that the approach was still in its

leading innovative crime control and prevention

infancy and did not occupy a central role in many

efforts. For instance, detectives in the Mesa (Ariz.)

police departments (Scott, 2000). More recently,

Police Department assumed primary responsi

Weisburd and his colleagues (2010) lamented the

bility for the Crime Free Multi-Housing Program,

lack of evaluation research on the crime-prevention

convened meetings with residents and prop

benefits associated with problem-oriented polic

erty owners, and implemented crime prevention

ing. Nonetheless, the prominence of the concept

through environmental design measures to address

has been influential in educating police executives

crime and quality-of-life problems (Cosgrove and

and line-level officers on the possibilities of using

Wycoff, 1999). These efforts were associated with

analysis to form operational strategies and deal

a reported 70- to 80-percent reduction in calls for

with ongoing crime problems.

service (Cosgrove and Wycoff, 1999). In the Kirkholt
Burglary Prevention Project in Rochdale, England,

The rapid emergence of Compstat, a management

inspectors collaborated with probation officers

accountability structure intended to focus police

and Home Office Crime Prevention Unit research

efforts to control crime through the relentless mea

ers to understand the nature of repeated burglary

surement of crime trends and patterns (Bratton,

victimization in a public housing estate. Analysis

1998; Silverman, 1999), has pushed many police

revealed that once a home was burglarized, it was

departments towards data-driven strategies to

four times as likely to experience a repeat burglary

identify recurring crime problems. While Compstat

relative to homes that had not been burglarized.

would seem like an ideal platform to engage depart

The team then designed an innovative response to

mentwide problem-solving, its implementation

the problem that included the development of small

and execution have been inconsistent. At its best,

neighborhood watches (called “cocooning”) around

Compstat is a powerful analytic and administra

victimized apartments and the removal of coin-fed

tive tool. However, a recent Police Foundation

gas meters from victimized apartments that were

survey found that the Compstat process can

attractive to burglars (Forrester, Chatterton and

often stifle creative problem-solving approaches

Pease 1988; Forrester et al., 1990). The intervention

through its stiff reinforcement of traditional top-

resulted in a 75-percent reduction for the entire

down management structures and tendency to

Kirkholt estate, not just in the protected homes.

generate responses that do not go much beyond
concentrating police resources at the locations of
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problems (Weisburd et al., 2003). To facilitate cre

Expanding transnational criminal networks

ativity, Compstat meetings need to be oriented

have also challenged law enforcement agencies

towards deeper analyses of crime problems and

to improve their collection and analysis of crimi

actively encourage the implementation of alter

nal intelligence. While there are acknowledged

native approaches to the standard time and place

similarities with the problem-oriented policing

deployments used by many departments to deal

approach in the collection and analysis of data to

with crime issues.4 Obviously, to move the work

drive innovative crime reduction strategies, the

of criminal investigators towards crime control

intelligence-led model focuses more exclusively

and prevention, police departments would also

on prolific offenders, criminally active groups

need to explicitly incorporate their work with the

and networks; engages a business model more

expanded focus of prevention into the Compstat

allied with traditional hierarchical command

process.

models; and places a greater emphasis on detec
tion and enforcement (Ratcliffe, 2008).

Criminal investigators have also been driven
towards prevention through the continuing

To varying degrees, problem-oriented and intelli

development of what has been called “intelli

gence-led approaches and Compstat have guided

gence-led policing.” According to Jerry Ratcliffe

police departments towards strategic crime pre

(2008:89), the intelligence-led model is “a busi

vention based on timely data and intelligence

ness model and managerial philosophy where

collection, analysis and tailored responses.

data analysis and crime intelligence are pivotal

Coupled with strong public expectations that

to an objective, decision-making framework that

police can control crime (a demand perpetu

facilitates crime and problem reduction, dis

ated by the police themselves), ongoing crime

ruption and prevention through both strategic

problems and new homeland security responsi

management and effective enforcement strate

bilities, some police departments have taken up

gies that target prolific and serious offenders.”

the challenge of reorienting the role of criminal

In practice, the intelligence-led approach has

investigators towards crime control.

renewed a perspective that assumes crime can
be controlled through a police focus on active
offenders via more sophisticated analytical and
tracking capabilities.

Moving Investigators Towards Crime
Control in the U.S., Australia and the
U.K.
While the work of criminal investigators in many

The adoption of this model has been accelerated

U.S. police departments has changed little since

by post-9/11 challenges of homeland security

the 1950s, we believe that the policing field is

and the inclusion of local police departments in

beginning to make steady strides towards revo

operations emanating from the 9/11 attacks and

lutionary changes in the orientation of criminal

other violent terrorist actions across the globe.

investigators. Like the seminal ideas on dealing

5
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with crime in communities (Goldstein, 1979; Wilson

its 154-year history. Second, from the 1960s on, the

and Kelling, 1982) and case studies documenting

MPD has been dominated by a detective culture

early community policing efforts (Sherman, Milton,

and strategy that further isolated it from profes

and Kelly, 1973; Skolnick and Bayley, 1986) that pre

sional development and Milwaukee communities.

ceded Harvard’s first Executive Session on Policing,

While the former is not central in this summary, a

there is a growing body of practical experience that

few comments about it will help readers to under

suggests certain police departments have started to

stand the complexity of the issues.

recognize the importance of criminal investigators
in controlling crime rather than simply responding

During the 1940s and early 1950s, the MPD was a

to unresolved incidents. In this section, we present

leader in the development of community relations

descriptions of selected key elements of practical

programs, aspects of which were fundamental to

experiences in the United States, Australia and the

the later development of community policing. The

United Kingdom that represent varying dimensions

MPD not only developed one of the most highly

of the movement towards crime control.

touted community relations programs of the era,
it developed training materials that were used by

Milwaukee Police Department 6
The Milwaukee (Wis.) Police Department serves
a city of 600,000 residents. Milwaukee is the
22nd-largest city in the United States, with the
seventh-highest poverty rate in the nation. The
Milwaukee Police Department (MPD) employs
2,000 sworn officers and 700 nonsworn person
nel. Its Criminal Investigation Bureau (CIB) has
an authorized strength of 243 detectives and 38
supervisors.

cities and police departments throughout the coun
try. This orientation was fully abandoned, however,
during the reign of Chief Harold Breier (1964-84),
who rose to the top of the MPD through the detec
tive bureau. His policies completely reversed the
earlier trends. Breier led the adoption of programs
and practices that isolated the MPD from the com
munity. His reforms most powerfully affected the
work of the detectives as they became isolated
within the department and almost completely
disconnected from the community they were sup

The MPD is characterized by at least two histori

posed to be serving. The detectives became a power

cal trends. First, beginning in the 1960s, it isolated

unto themselves, answerable only to themselves.

itself from both the professional police community
and from any form of community accountability.
Partially as a consequence of this isolation, it has
evolved into the 21st century as a police depart
ment stuck in mid-20th-century police thinking.
When, for example, Edward A. Flynn was sworn in
as police chief on January 7, 2008, he was only the
second chief hired from outside the organization in

Much needed to be done to bring the MPD into
the 21st century. As recently as 2008, the MPD
had no functioning system for producing reliable
crime data in a timely manner and no effective
crime analysis function. Two measures mattered:
response time and clearance rates for violent crime.
Crime meetings were held with senior commanders
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infrequently and using old data. The seven police

commanders, for the first time in the depart

districts were responsible for handling calls for

ment’s history, talked to each other every day

service, taking crime reports and dealing with

about the past 24 hours’ crime as well as emerg

community problems. A mix of special uni

ing patterns and trends. It was, for CIB, the

formed units and the CIB targeted crime.

beginning of changes that many would experi
ence as wrenching.

In 2008, the MPD committed to fixing these
problems and reorienting itself around its newly

Reforming CIB so that crime prevention would

articulated mission of “reducing crime, fear

be part of its mission started with the person

and disorder.” The goal of the department was

nel changes. Chief Flynn promoted a respected

reformulated. It now was to create and sup

career investigator and appointed him to com

port neighborhoods capable of sustaining civic

mand the Neighborhood Patrol Bureau. He also

life. This meant the MPD would be built around

promoted a district commander who had spent

the newly christened Neighborhood Patrol

his career in uniformed patrol to lead CIB. With

Bureau consisting of the seven districts and the

these changes, interbureau collaboration would

Neighborhood Task Force, which was an amal

begin and be modeled by commanders at the top.

gamation of several specialty units under one
commander. Its mission was to function in sup

The new assistant chief was charged with mak

port of district-based anticrime initiatives. Patrol

ing CIB part of the Milwaukee Police Department

was strengthened in a variety of ways. District

again and getting CIB to accept its role in crime

commanders were empowered. The Information

control and prevention. The rationale that drove

Technology Division started producing accurate

reconsidering the basic functioning of investi

and timely crime data. The Crime Analysis Unit

gators was that detectives, in the course of their

was expanded. Foot patrols were reinstituted.

many investigations, accumulate vast amounts

“Light duty” officers handled calls for minor

of information about victims, offenders, criminal

offenses. Crime numbers started to decrease.

networks, and the methods of operation of vari

Interestingly, even as the number of citizen

ous criminal undertakings. Detectives also get a

contacts resulting from car stops and field inter

sense of the geographic distribution of criminals

views tripled, the number of citizen complaints

and their enterprises. The problem was this infor

declined.

mation was not shared with those who could use
it to develop crime-prevention strategies: crime

Daily crime briefings were held via conference

analysis and patrol. If detectives were consid

call and webcam. At the table were the chief, his

ered intelligence officers, then part of their core

assistant chiefs and, in a first for MPD, the detec

mission would be to inform the deployments

tive division commanders. Using conference

of patrol resources and to improve the skills

call, the district commanders and the detective

of those officers in writing crime reports and
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canvassing neighborhoods. In this view, the rela

was created where the management of overtime,

tionship between CIB and the Neighborhood Patrol

grants, clerical operations, budgets, personnel and

Bureau would need to be virtually seamless, with

resources were centralized. This has resulted in a

detectives being responsible for the effectiveness

much better managed CIB. Operational divisions

of patrol operations in the control and prevention

now concentrate on their respective missions and

of those crimes about which they have learned so

the management division concentrates on CIB’s

much in the course of prior investigations.

finances.

Articulating a vision is far easier than implement

Property crimes have large negative impacts on

ing one. The greatest barrier to reform in CIB was a

the economic stability of the city and the quality

dysfunctional detective subculture. For instance, a

of life in neighborhoods. CIB upgraded the status

major belief, deeply rooted in the cultural identity

of the investigation of property crime by assign

of CIB, was that patrol operated subordinate to CIB.

ing high-performing detectives to the property

It was often a very challenging exercise to reorient a

crimes division and mandating urgency in the

proud and suspicious group of investigators towards

investigation of these crimes. The name of the

crime prevention and intelligence functions and

Crimes Against Property Division was changed to

convince them that the reduction of crime, fear and

the Neighborhood Investigations Division to reflect

disorder was every bit as much a part of their core

the reality that people are the actual victims of

function as it was for the uniformed members of the

property crimes and these events affect feelings of

Neighborhood Patrol Bureau.

safety and security across affected neighborhoods.
This new division was also the testing ground for

Before CIB could be changed, the bureau first

an innovative decentralization pilot project that

needed to be better managed. Several key man

would eventually lead to the next phase of reforms

agement initiatives were established to better focus

in CIB. Rather than specializing in particular prop

the CIB management team on top priorities. These

erty crime types across large geographic areas,

management initiatives were designed to address

detectives were assigned to investigate all property

a bureau that was rife with antiquated processes

crimes occurring in specific neighborhoods. The

and procedures, lacked technology systems, paid

detectives were also required to work in close part

little attention to performance measures, and

nership with patrol officers to develop innovative

lacked quality financial oversight. For instance,

problem-oriented solutions to address recurring

accounting for the expenditure of overtime funds

crime problems such as hot spot locations, repeat

was virtually nonexistent; grants frequently went

victims and high-rate offenders.

unspent or were spent down in a hurry without
careful planning near the end of budgetary cycles.

All of the CIB divisions have, for many years, been

In response to these financial management prob

located at the Police Administration Building in the

lems, an Investigation Management Division

downtown section of the city. The decentralization
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pilot project assigned one detective lieuten

goal was to focus their efforts where they would

ant and eight detectives to the Third District,

have the greatest impact on crime and neigh

an area with high rates of violent and property

borhood stabilization. Therefore both divisions

crime. In addition to their criminal investigation,

have been combined into the Organized Crime

intelligence development and problem-solving

Division (OCD). This division works closely

responsibilities, the pilot project detectives had

with the Intelligence Fusion Center to ensure

staff development duties. They acted as team

its deployments and investigatory priorities are

leaders for groups of patrol officers who were

aligned with actionable intelligence information.

assigned to the same geographic areas. The detec
tives worked on improving the report writing and

Another very important reorganization was

field interview skills of “their” officers. Detectives

the creation of a Violent Crimes Division (VCD),

were, for the first time, “embedded” in the day-

which brought together the Homicide Division

to-day operations of patrol personnel. Detectives

and those divisions responsible for robber

became familiar with district neighborhoods

ies and aggravated assaults. Separating these

and the crime problems in those neighborhoods.

units, each with its own commander, once again

The skill sets of the police officers assigned to the

retarded information exchange. Homicide was

district were enhanced as well. The pilot pro

totally closed off to the other units, reinforcing

gram was not without its challenges. The district

its elite status but stalling the crime prevention

detectives felt isolated from their downtown

potential of focusing on the same offenders across

counterparts and there were challenges with

crimes. Today’s victim of an aggravated assault

sharing information fluidly across district and

with a firearm is often tomorrow’s homicide sus

CIB lines. Nevertheless, as detectives and officers

pect. But in practice, homicide detectives shared

continued to work together and share informa

information on a “need-to-know” basis and they

tion, the MPD command staff considered the

determined need. The new configuration had

pilot program to be a success and an important

one captain commanding all the units’ investi

step forward in the development of a geographi

gation of violent crimes. Briefings that were once

cally based structure of the CIB.

reserved for homicide unit members were now
open to all in both VCD and OCD, once again

The Vice Control Division and the Intelligence

enhancing information flow and the potential

Division (which focused on gangs, primarily)

for crime control.

were two high-performing units, if the mea
sure was arrest activity. A careful examination

The reform process continued with the even

of their work, however, revealed much redun

tual merger of the Neighborhood Investigations

dancy. Both were characterized by high numbers

Division and portions of the Violent Crimes

of street- level drug arrests and both tended to be

Division to create three geographically based

“informant-driven” rather than data-driven. The

divisions. The new geographic divisions, each
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headed by a captain, are designed to replicate

to develop an electronic case management system

the early work of the pilot project, with one major

to replace an antiquated paper and pen system.

exception — the detectives operate out of police

The department’s Tiburon Records Management

headquarters. Each geographic division is respon

System had a built-in case management mod

sible for two or three district areas. These divisions

ule that had never been activated due to outright

are designed to provide a one-stop shop for district

resistance. The electronic case management system

commanders, who now have a single point of con

allows supervisors to monitor caseloads, ensure the

tact within CIB with whom they will coordinate

completion of follow-up activities and hold their

their investigative support needs. The design also

subordinates accountable.

creates a peer-to-peer network that provides lieu
tenants and detectives the opportunity to work

Since 2008, when the reform efforts in the MPD

directly with their district counterparts on the day-

were commenced in both the patrol and investiga

to-day crime problems in neighborhoods for which

tions divisions, overall violent crime has declined

they share geographic accountability. The peer-to

by 31 percent while property crimes have decreased

peer network replaces a bureaucratic command

by 16 percent. Homicides declined 32 percent the

center structure that operated as a clearinghouse

first year and have remained steadily below the

for incoming felony investigations, with little

prior 20-year average. Furthermore, UCR clearance

thought being put into coordination, ownership or

rates have improved. The clearance rates for homi

geographic accountability.

cide, rape, robbery, burglary and theft all exceed
national standards for cities the size of Milwaukee

The ability to move forward with the reforms at

and are improvements over prior years. Change has

a rather rapid pace was enhanced by the imple

been experienced as stressful by some but it has

mentation of several technology systems. CIB

clearly not interfered with achieving the agency’s

revolutionized criminal investigation informa

mission.

tion sharing with the districts through the use
of a Microsoft SharePoint platform designed for

If one were to grade the Milwaukee experience of

collaboration. District commanders, supervisors

rethinking and reformulating the detective func

and officers now have the ability to seek data on

tion, the grade would be an “incomplete.” The

demand. The CIB’s SharePoint information-sharing

initiative is still unfolding. The MPD does deserve

platform has been so successful that each district

credit for seeking to address existing shortcomings

and many other department divisions have devel

of the traditional criminal-investigations process

oped robust SharePoint sites as well. Information

highlighted in existing academic research. In

now flows across bureau, district and division lines

addition, the notion of including an “intelligence”

flawlessly. Not only has SharePoint successfully

component in the daily work of detectives is imagi

changed how information is exchanged, but the CIB

native, consistent with the emerging philosophy of

worked with the Information Technology Division

intelligence-led policing and responsive to issues
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related to police agencies’ approach to their

Bureau and the Real Time Crime Center (RTCC).

homeland security responsibilities.

The Organized Crime Control Bureau includes the
Narcotics and Gang divisions that focus investi

It is important to recognize that the MPD tackled

gative resources on gang and drug problems (e.g.,

the difficult task of dealing with and changing

observation arrests, buy-and-bust operations and

distinct police subcultures. Certainly the feel and

major case investigations). In addition to normal

culture of a patrol squad room in a district station

investigations, the Detective Bureau manages

has similarities to the squad area of a detective

the NYPD Forensic Evidence Initiative and Cell

unit. But there are strong and distinct differences

Phone Theft Reduction Initiative. The Forensic

between the subcultures of uniformed and non-

Evidence Initiative focuses on optimizing the

uniformed policing. In Milwaukee, the selection

collection and analysis of DNA, fingerprint and

and promotion process has historically strength

ballistic evidence to reduce crime. The Cell Phone

ened a predictably strong detective subculture by

Theft Reduction Initiative focuses on the expe

giving criminal investigators preferential treat

ditious electronic tracking of stolen cell phones

ment in promotions to executive management

and the utilization of cell phone calling records

positions in the department. Milwaukee senior

to reduce cell phone theft.

leaders are to be commended for taking on the
challenge of the changing subculture, as well as

Commissioner Kelly recognized that the ability

pursuing institutional reforms. The progress that

of the NYPD to control crime could be further

has been made in both arenas in a relatively short

enhanced by improving the ability of the orga

period of time, while still incomplete, could be

nization to collect and manage crime and

regarded as an “incomplete plus.”

intelligence data and support investigative work
through real-time crime analysis and strategic

New York Police Department

information products. Over the course of 2004,

Since Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly was

the NYPD Real Time Crime Center was estab

selected to lead the organization for a second time,

lished to track, analyze and respond to emerging

the New York City Police Department (NYPD) has

crime trends, provide immediate investigative

made a sustained effort to re-orient its investiga

support, and facilitate strategic deployments of

tive elements towards a nontraditional mission

investigative resources. RTCC provides detectives

of prevention.7 With New York City having more

with a wide range of NYPD, New York state, fed

than 8.3 million residents, the NYPD deals with

eral and open-source data; a conduit to Regional

a very large volume of crime. In 2008, the NYPD

Intelligence Support Center data (New York/New

responded to 48,430 violent Index crimes and

Jersey High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area); and

149,989 property Index crimes.8 Its many inves

real-time support for homicides, shootings and

tigations are managed and supported by the

other serious crimes. RTCC was designed to put

Detective Bureau, the Organized Crime Control

relevant investigative information into the hands
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of detectives before they leave the squad room, at

through formal centralized and decentralized

crime scenes and over the entire course of the

training regarding investigative techniques and

investigation (including phone information, vic

prevention tactics as well as individual supervisor

tim and suspect information, pattern analysis and

to-detective quality assurance and performance

mapping analysis). RTCC Investigative Response

conferrals.

Vans respond directly to the scenes of homicides,
shootings and other major crimes and provide criti

Compstat still serves as the NYPD’s central man

cal real-time investigative and intelligence support

agement and accountability structure to ensure

to the detectives in the field. RTCC also warehouses

that the department’s executives and middle

investigative data for future use and has special

managers are doing their jobs in controlling crime.

ized databases for investigators, including parolee,

Compstat, however, has evolved to include the

probationer, summons and pawn shop databases.

review of precinct-based investigative activities
that are designed to prevent crime from occurring.

The NYPD also developed the Detective Bureau’s

The Deputy Commissioner of Operations and Chief

computerized Enterprise Case Management System

of Detectives review data regarding crime condi

(ECMS) that functions as a records management,

tions and detective activity, and hold all Detective

case management, intelligence storage, quality

Bureau executives and supervisors accountable

assurance and performance measurement system.

for their understanding of crime problems, use

ECMS helps to identify gaps in the investigative pro

of resources, and development of strategies and

cess by tracking a wide range of activities such as

tactics to prevent the next crime from occurring.

canvases for witnesses and videos, interviews and

To support the Compstat process, the Organized

interrogations, prisoner debriefings, computer

Crime Control Bureau and Detective Bureau con

queries, intelligence gathering and dissemina

duct smaller scale versions of Compstat.

tion, physical evidence collection and analysis,
electronic surveillance, identification procedures,

In general, the Detective Bureau’s reorientation

investigative records acquisition, prevention tactics,

towards prevention involves intelligence col

and case-closing results and justifications. ECMS

lection and analysis to identify and understand

provides Detective Bureau supervisors and execu

repeat offenders, gangs, criminally active groups

tives with critical information regarding arrest,

as well as persons, conditions and locations that

investigative and intelligence activity for individual

cause ongoing crime problems. Precinct-based

detectives as well as entire detective squads. This

detective squads have geographic responsibility

enables the NYPD to hold detective managers and

for investigating as well as preventing felonies and

individual detectives accountable for the quality of

serious misdemeanors. The Detective Bureau con

their work, the results of their investigations and

ducts focused criminal investigations and criminal

their overall performance. When issues arise in the

enterprise dismantlement operations to prevent

quality of detective work, the NYPD addresses them

identified high-rate offenders from committing
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additional crimes. A premium is placed on

urban, suburban and rural communities, Victoria

using post-arrest investigative tactics to ensure

is the second largest state in Australia. In 2007

successful prosecutions of offenders. Detectives

08, the Victoria Police responded to 42,947 crimes

are encouraged to collaborate with patrol per

against the person and 281,184 property crimes.10

sonnel to utilize alternative crime-prevention

The organization of the Victoria Police is reflective

tactics such as pretext interviews, confidential

of its large size; the agency has some 11,100 sworn

informant operations and overt surveillance to

personnel with 2,400 civilian staff spread across

address criminal recidivists. When patterns are

339 police stations. The force is spread across a

detected, individual investigations will be aggre

vast area of nearly 92,000 square miles with some

gated into a pattern and transferred to centralized

central departments and five regional divisions. A

investigative units for further focused action.

centrally based division, the Crime Department

For example, the NYPD established a Central

is responsible for “major crimes” (e.g., homicide

Robbery Division to deal with ongoing robbery

and organized crime) while “volume crimes” (e.g.,

problems by employing both traditional and

burglary and theft) are usually handled by inves

alternative investigative techniques with the goal

tigators in one of the five regional divisions of the

of preventing the next robbery from occurring.

Victoria Police.

The NYPD approach requires extensive collabo

In 2005, under the leadership of then Chief

ration and coordination within the organization

Commissioner Christine Nixon, the Victoria

and with its external partners. Emphasis is

Police initiated a review of the existing struc

placed on training and having a well-developed

ture and practices of the Crime Department.

set of procedures regarding basic investigative

Over the next several years, the Victoria Police

techniques, required computer queries, proper

implemented sweeping changes to the Crime

methods of collecting physical evidence, intel

Department so it would be better positioned to

ligence analysis, identification procedures,

prevent, detect, and prosecute major crimes. The

electronic surveillance and best practices in

new model was designed according to the follow

developing alternative problem-solving strat

ing principles (Boston Consulting Group, 2005:4):

egies. The NYPD also officially recognizes
exemplary investigative prevention efforts to

●

Strategic because modern policing is as much

encourage other detectives to engage similar

about staying ahead of criminals as it is about

work.

catching up with them.

Victoria Police, Australia

●

Dynamic because the ability of the police to
prevent, investigate and prosecute crime must

The Victoria Police provides police services to the

evolve at least as quickly as criminals’ ability

citizens of Victoria State, Australia.9 With a popu

to find new or more effective ways to profit

lation of some 5.3 million residents in a mix of

from it.
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●

●

Collaborative because the magnitude of the

Department so investigators’ work would be more

challenge is such that investigators need to be

appropriately focused on dealing with crime

able to draw on capabilities from across the

problems, and (2) the development of a new per

force, as well as from partners outside it.

formance measure to better manage the work of
investigators. In this section, we briefly review

Developmental because the model must

these two innovations.

provide the means to continuously improve
the skills and processes needed to anticipate

Figure 3 shows the areas of responsibility and

and meet evolving challenges.

the focus of the work undertaken by each of the

While the implementation of a new major crime-

investigative squads under the configuration of

management model required many innovations,

the Victoria Police Crime Department prior to the

two elements are particularly relevant for our

implementation of the new major crime manage

broader discussion on the work of criminal

ment model.

investigators: (1) the restructuring of the Crime

Figure 3. Former Configuration of the Victoria Police Crime Department
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Source: Boston Consulting Group (2005:9)
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Within their areas, the squads were largely

resources to taskforces or joint opera

autonomous in determining their investigative

tions. And, because there is no clear,

priorities. As described in the Boston Consulting

force-w ide understanding on how

Group (2005) report, squad personnel determined

resources are deployed and priorities set,

how the squad’s resources — people, technologies

there is no shared view on whether these

and other assets — were deployed in responding

arrangements are the best the force can

to crimes. Since investigators tend to stay in a

muster to deal with specific incidents or

squad for long periods of time, they tend to build

threats.

very deep expertise in investigating and pros
ecuting particular types of crimes. Periodically,

Figure 4 presents the configuration of the Victoria

cross-force, multidisciplinary task forces were

Police Crime Department under the new crime-

formed to deal with specific, high-priority mat

management model. Given the design principles

ters. While this model served the Victoria Police

noted above, several features of the model should

well, it was considered too static to deal with new

be noted in changing the work of investigators.

crime challenges and not well-suited to prevent

Investigative work is managed through 16 sec

ing crimes. As the Boston Consulting Group

tions of criminal investigators responsible for

(2005: 9-10) observed:

substantive crime areas and working in estab
lished crime task forces. While the staffing of the

Aside from the formally established task-

16 sections is relatively stable, the new model

forces, there is little joint work across

allows for easy movement of investigators across

the squads, or between the squads and

sections based on need or new investigative

investigators in the Regions. Resources

connections across substantive areas. The assign

— human and other — tend to be ‘siloed’

ment of personnel is flexible and facilitates the

in particular areas. Because decisions on

rapid development of new work groups should a

priorities and the allocation of resources

new crime challenge be uncovered. Crime theme

are made inside the squads and divisions,

desks, composed of nonsworn analysts and sworn

it is difficult to ‘scramble’ a high calibre,

personnel, are charged with examining intelli

cross-functional, properly resourced

gence and crime data to monitor existing trends

team to deal with an immediate or

for new problems and persistent issues in 26 spe

emerging threat that falls outside the

cific areas. The crime theme desks work with the

squads’ charters or cuts across several

investigative sections and any new work groups

of them. The squads, working within set

to better understand the dynamics, situations,

budgets and still accountable for their

and relationships generating crime problems

ongoing workloads and business-as

through more in-depth analysis. The informa

usual objectives, can understandably

tion products produced by the crime theme desks

resist losing skilled personnel and other

are shared with the Crime Strategic Advisory
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Group and Corporate Governance Group that work

or reactive and case type — along with the hours

directly under the Assistant Commissioner that

worked. These data enable managers to look at the

commands the Crime Department. These data are

number of investigative hours invested in particular

used to set investigative priorities, make decisions

crime themes and the types of investigative actions

about personnel and resources in particular crime

taken by work groups and investigators. Coupled

areas, and measure performance of particular work

with crime data and a case management database

groups in controlling crime.

that documents specific actions within particular
investigations, the time attribution performance

The Victoria Police also developed a new perfor

measure allows senior managers to ensure that

mance measure for investigative work to help senior

the work undertaken fits departmental priorities.

managers hold line-level investigators account

These data also help managers assess whether

able for addressing and resolving priority crime

investigations are being handled properly and

problems — weekly time attribution. When inves

whether existing resource investments are having

tigators submit their time sheets, they now report

the desired crime control impacts.

information on the work performed — proactive

Figure 4. Current Configuration of the Victoria Police Crime Department
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United Kingdom Police Agencies

predecessors from the 1970s. This transforma

Over the last 30 years, criminal investigators

tion did not occur quickly and without anguish.

in the U.K. have been pushed towards engag

Particular commissions in the 1980s and early

ing crime control as a central part of their work

1990s, such as the Royal Commission on Criminal

through the adoption of professional standards

Procedure (RCCP), the Byford Commission and

that represented a new philosophy of partner

the Royal Commission on Criminal Justice (RCCJ)

ship and innovation.11 A series of crises resulted

that reviewed police activities of the previous

in the establishment of several national commis

decades, served as central catalysts for reform

sions and critical reviews of past practices. These

in policing in the U.K. In particular high-profile

assessments made strong recommendations for

cases,12 the Commissions suggested that, at times,

sweeping changes to the work of criminal inves

the ends — arrest and conviction — justified some

tigators and provided an important opportunity

very problematic means — ignoring exculpatory

to advance a reform agenda. In our discussion of

evidence or operating outside the law. These

strategic crime-control work in the U.K., we high

reviews brought scandal to U.K. police forces

light the importance of embracing a professional

and exposed some concerning patterns of cor

development model, clear business practices, and

ruption. In particular, concerns were raised over

the institutionalization of standards and train

appropriate confinement and confession proce

ing as methods of changing both the culture and

dures for suspects and the noteworthy absence of

work of criminal investigators.

sound technology and science in investigations.
As a result of these miscarriages of justice at the

The effort and commitment of a number of profes

hands of criminal investigators, the management

sional organizations such as Centrex, the National

of investigators became far more structured and

Centre for Policing Excellence, the Association of

standardized. Key management elements now

Chief Police Officers (ACPO) and today’s National

include commitments to individual and organi

Police Improvement Agency (NPIA) deserve

zational professional development, adhering to

much credit in stimulating change and enhanc

routine performance review and measurement,

ing the quality and breadth of investigative work

and engaging a philosophy of managing risk and

in 43 police agencies in England and Wales. These

minimizing harm.

organizations continue to drive the adoption of
innovative practices through the production and

Standards and Professional Development.

dissemination of practical guides and the deliv

Both the RCCP and RCCJ strongly suggested

ery of high-quality professional development

that U.K. police investigators needed to become

opportunities for investigators.

more professional and better trained (Home
Office, 1993; RCCP, 1981). Historically, investi

Investigators in the U.K. police forces operate

gators were trained on the job by more senior

very differently today when compared to their

officers who themselves had received little more
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than on-the-job training. Now, in addition to other

Examination of the NPIA website reveals a number

competencies, every investigator completes the

courses, professional development opportunities,

Management of Serious Crime Course before begin

and training on and description of standards.14

ning work as an investigator. There are levels of
investigators, and demonstration of success in each

The National Intelligence Model (NIM), created by

level is required for advancement to the next. The

the Police Reform Act of 2002, is the operational

Professionalizing Investigation Programme (PIP), a

business model for law enforcement, adopted by

joint program of NPIA and ACPO, aims to “improve

ACPO and implemented across police forces in

the professional competence of all police officers

England and Wales (Association of Chief Police

and staff who are tasked with conducting investiga

Officers, 2005, 2007). Among several ambitions,

tions.”13 PIP provides development opportunities

NIM strives to push police officers and investi

not just for new investigators but also offers an array

gators away from simply responding to crime

of training and development offerings across three

incidents towards the control and prevention

levels to maintain proficiency throughout a career.

of recurring crime problems. NIM ensures that

The Senior Investigative Officer (SIO) is a PIP level

the operational disciplines and resources within

three with status designating the investigator as

a local command unit (many are the size of a

being certified and credentialed to investigate

medium-sized U.S. police agency) are deployed

homicides. SIOs must have national accreditation

and coordinated effectively. NIM also introduces

that requires annual reaccreditation based on evi

standard national intelligence-led approaches to

dence of continual professional development. The

dealing with identified crime problems through

SIO is the most accomplished of the investigators.

three core components — prevention, intelligence

PIP endeavors to improve the management of all

and enforcement — and draws upon a menu of sug

aspects of the investigative process and includes

gested tactics (Association of Chief Police Officers,

training and assessment (Neyroud and Disley, 2007;

2005). When compared to past practices, NIM

Stelfox, 2007).

represents an important new model for deploying
investigative resources based on data collection

There are also initiatives in the U.K. to develop

and analysis in a proactive manner, enhancing

values-based leadership and management training.

standards in the investigative process, and making

For example, the Core Leadership Development

professional development central to improving the

Programme exposes all ranks to the qualities

work of criminal investigators. Its business model

of leadership and supervision and devises stan

demonstrates a commitment to a new order for U.K.

dards for training and accreditation of those who

investigators via its clearly articulated standards

manage and supervise investigations. The estab

and intentional push towards problem-solving and

lishment of the NPIA and its very mission signals

strategic partnerships in investigative work.

the commitment to fostering a “culture of continu
ous improvement” (Neyroud and Disley, 2007:556).

Inspection and Accountability. U.K. police ser
vices are now routinely subjected to internal and
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external review and inspection through a vari

forth by NIM, other strategic initiatives and spe

ety of mechanisms. These mechanisms range

cific operations illustrate the new emphasis on

from the individual investigators’ professional

crime control and strategic partnerships. Multi-

development review (PDR) to force comparisons

Agency Public Protection Arrangement (MAPPA)

on performance by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of

is a national strateg y that is implemented

Constabulary (HMIC). Investigators prepare their

locally and managed by criminal investigators.

own PDR to provide “examples and evidence of

MAPPA requires the cooperative work of three

good performance and competence” as well as to

“Responsible Authorities” (police, probation and

set forth areas for professional development that

prison services) in their joint management of

are aligned with their force (Neyroud and Disley,

high-risk individuals to prevent new crimes from

2007). PDRs are reviewed with supervisors and

happening.16 Traditional investigative activities

serve as a benchmark and a roadmap for personal

are employed by the coordinating team as nec

professional development. PDRs are utilized and

essary; however, their primary role is to prevent

considered at times of promotion and job change.

crimes by likely offenders through the analysis
and sharing of crime and intelligence data and

The continuous public monitoring of police force

coordinated action by partnering agencies.

performance is required by Parliament and facili
tated by HMIC and ACPO.15 The HMIC website

Operation Haul, completed in 2008, represents

provides access to the HMIC Report Card, a com

an application of the NIM business model that

prehensive comparison of force performance. The

illustrates how criminal investigators have

website includes a tool that allows the viewer to

shifted their work towards crime control in the

select and compare individual forces with one

U.K. Operation Haul, and other major investiga

another. A common minimum standard com

tions, was composed of teams that focused on

paring a variety of policing processes (including

integrating the key NIM elements of prevention,

investigative work) is used to benchmark and

intelligence and enforcement as means to inves

rank each force in England and Wales. The web-

tigate a string of crime incidents to apprehend

site also includes detailed information on the

offenders and to prevent additional crimes from

value produced by monetary expenditures. These

occurring. Operation Haul was a multiyear inves

are, of course, not the only methods of review and

tigation that encompassed five regional police

accountability in the U.K. There are local crimi

agencies and resulted in the arrest and convic

nal justice review boards and individual police

tion of a criminal network responsible for thefts

force websites that provide data to the public on

in country homes, businesses and banks over

detection and other police activities.

several years.17 The investigation involved a blend
of traditional activities, higher level interdiction

Management of Risk and Minimizing Harm. In
accordance with the strategic business plan set

efforts and innovative crime control actions.
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Strategic crime control and prevention efforts

Register was designed to make the resale of stolen

by investigators can be seen in many aspects of

goods very difficult and to facilitate the recovery of

Operation Haul. Efforts of the regional crime group

stolen property being sold in antique sales markets.

(a selected team of officers drawn from five forces

Finally, in an effort to engage citizens living in or

to create a large working group) included a proac

caring for large manor homes, investigators and

tive arm within the enforcement team. That group

crime prevention officers worked with the National

was charged with using intelligence and analysis to

Trust Country House Owners Association to create

prevent the targeted criminal network from com

Manor Watch — a neighborhood watch group net

mitting new crimes. The Operation used frustration

worked around large country estates. Manor Watch

and disruption techniques and other police activity

distributed crime-prevention advice that included

to prevent offenses from occurring. These activities

warnings from previous victims, enabled target-

included using heightened uniform patrol in areas

hardening efforts by crime prevention officers, and

where intelligence analysis suggested new crimes

facilitated the flow of intelligence from community

were likely to occur. In these areas, the criminal

members to investigators.

network was targeted for minor offenses, such as
traffic violations; and when possible, the officers

Setting up productive communications with citizen

made arrests of, and executed warrants on, network

groups and private businesses required securing

members who committed low-level crimes.

support from key stakeholders across several force
jurisdictions (similar in size to U.S. counties) such

Operation Haul also focused tightly on trying to

as the county high sheriffs, area members of parlia

prevent repeat victimization by dealing with the

ment and other locally elected officials. Information

repeat theft of cash at particular Automatic Teller

sharing included personal briefings to these groups

Machine (ATM) locations, and the repeated bur

to explain the nature of recurring crime problems

glary and robbery of antiques and other property

and the steps being taken by the police to address

at country estates. In an effort to reduce the crimi

these issues. While these briefings were controlled

nal network’s success with ATMs, the inspector

in what sensitive information was distributed, the

contacted the British Banking Association to

detailed dialogue on a live investigation was an

seek funding and support to target-harden ATMs

extremely unusual move for U.K. investigators

that were regularly being ripped out of walls

(the audience of victims and their elected bodies

using industrial backhoes. The British Banking

were unaccustomed to dealing with the police in

Association was appreciative of the team’s out

these matters). Nevertheless, the work of investiga

reach efforts and enthusiastically cooperated. The

tors to secure these community partnerships was

investigators then collaborated with the Arts and

highly productive. The Manor Watch partnership

Antiques Register to limit the criminals’ ability to

produced actionable intelligence that furthered

make profits through the subsequent sales of stolen

the law enforcement goals of Operation Haul while

goods. The partnership with the Arts and Antiques

challenging victims to deal with their own security
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issues that were causing them to be attractive tar

the basic principles of problem-oriented polic

gets for the criminal network.18

ing into their work. Goldstein’s (1979, 1990)
influential framework of problem identification,

Conclusion

problem analysis, creative response development

Criminal investigators were at the forward edge

and ongoing assessment undergirds the vary

of the reform/professional strategy of policing

ing approaches used in Milwaukee, New York

that dominated police thinking and practice from

City, Victoria and across the United Kingdom to

the 1930s to the 1970s. Despite the evolution of

move criminal investigators towards controlling

community and problem-oriented policing dur

crime. Research has found this analytic approach

ing more recent decades, the functioning, status

to addressing recurring crime problems to be

and organizational role of criminal investigators

an effective way for police departments to con

have changed little. Nevertheless, a small num

trol crime (Braga, 2008a; Weisburd et al., 2010).

ber of police departments in the United States

Spreading these ideas from uniformed patrol to

and Australia, and police departments in the

criminal investigators seems like a promising

United Kingdom, have recognized that the work

way to orient them towards crime control that

of criminal investigators needs to be expanded

is well-rooted in a growing base of scientific evi

from a sole focus on traditional investigative

dence on its crime-prevention benefits.

activities towards a broader strategic crimecontrol orientation. It is important to note that
none of the police departments discussed here
has abandoned the important investigative task
of holding offenders accountable for their crimes.
This remains a central function of criminal inves
tigators. However, these police departments
have recognized that investigators can generate
tremendous value when involved in strategic
crime-control efforts. Many investigators have
rich insights on recurring crime problems and
can be used much more creatively in dealing
with the underlying conditions, situations and
dynamics that cause crime problems to persist.

There were other common strategic change
themes that arose from the efforts of these
selected departments to move the work of crim
inal investigators towards crime control. Some
of the key ideas included improving crime and
intelligence data collection and analysis, imple
menting appropriate internal management
accountability structures, developing profes
sional standards and relevant performance
measures, and integrating a wide range of part
ners into the process. In this paper, we have
focused mainly on making the linkages between
case investigation and crime control. This leads
to an important and nontrivial organizational

The change efforts described here can be viewed

problem: how should the various responsibili

as bringing criminal investigations into line with

ties for proactive and problem-solving work be

community policing by incorporating some of

allocated between criminal investigators and
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patrol officers? There are varying ways this division

Milwaukee suggests, changing the deep-rooted

of labor may be accomplished:

detective culture is by no means insurmountable.
Based on our review, we certainly believe that it is

●

●

Assign detectives to patrol units, and work with

a process that is well worth engaging and has great

those units.

potential to improve public safety.

Expect detectives to provide intelligence, but

Endnotes

leave problem-solving responsibilities with
patrol groups.

1. In many U.S. police departments, patrol officers
play a central role in primary investigative activi

●

●

Hold detectives responsible for specific crime-

ties, and also participate in secondary and tertiary

control projects.

investigative activities. In the United Kingdom,

Utilize detectives (with their special skills) as a

partly empowered civilians handle primary inves

deployable central resource upon which other

tigative activities.

units can draw at will.

2. Generally, about 21 percent of Index crimes were

Clearly, this list is not intended to be exhaustive

cleared by arrest during the 1970s, according to

and we believe that police organizations need to

the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reporting program. An

engage a thoughtful planning process to make the

offense is “cleared by arrest” or solved for crime

organizational changes that best suit their opera

reporting purposes when at least one person is: (1)

tional environment. The experiences in Milwaukee,

arrested; (2) charged with the commission of the

New York, Victoria and the United Kingdom pro

offense; and (3) turned over to the court for pros

vide some guidance on how these changes might be

ecution. An offense is also counted as cleared by

implemented in varying organizations and settings.

arrest if certain “exceptional” conditions pertain,

In moving criminal investigators towards a more
active role in crime control, police executives are
forced to confront the powerful culture of crimi
nal investigators and the associated mythology that
surrounds their work. Obviously, changing police
organizations and their cultures is very difficult
work. As Dorothy Guyot (1979) famously described,
creating change in police departments can be like
“bending granite.” The process will take consid
erable political will and persistence by the chief
executive and other true believers in the depart
ment. However, as the reform work described in

including suicide of the offender; double murder;
deathbed confession; offender killed by police or
citizen; confession by offender already in custody;
extradition denied; victim refuses to cooperate in
prosecution; warrant is outstanding for felon but
prior to arrest the offender dies of natural causes or
as a result of an accident, or is killed in the commis
sion of another offense; or, handling of a juvenile
offender either orally or by written notice to par
ents in instances involving minor offenses where
no referral to juvenile court is customarily made.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Sourcebook
of Criminal Justice Statistics Online, http://www.
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albany.edu/sourcebook/pdf/t4202007.pdf

of prosecution, while certainly appropriate in the

(accessed June 10, 2009).

pursuit of justice, was insufficient for stopping the
next terrorist attack. Moreover, as the parallels

3. For instance, Cordner and Biebel (2005)

between common crime and terroristic crime

reviewed the problem-oriented policing activi

became more apparent, the same issues began

ties of the San Diego Police Department, an

to surface about criminal investigation in gen

agency internationally known for its depart

eral. “Asking the next question” — i.e., pursuing

mentwide commitment to the approach, and

the problem that gave rise to the case — appears

found that only 13 percent of detectives were

to be relevant to routine urban police work.

involved in active problem-solving efforts. The
Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) sur

6. The material in this section is based on the pro

veyed 547 police agencies and reported that only

fessional experiences of authors Chief Edward A.

12.4 percent of departments had implemented

Flynn and Professor George L. Kelling in working

community policing and instituted some major

with the Milwaukee Police Department to reform

changes, such as geographic decentralization of

the work of their detectives.

detectives to specific areas, to the structure of
the investigative function (Cosgrove and Wycoff,

7. We would like to thank Commissioner Raymond

1999). The PERF report authors further noted that

Kelly, Chief of Detectives Phil T. Pulaski (formerly

the problem-solving function was still primar

Deputy Commissioner Operations) and Deputy

ily assigned to the patrol division and in only a

Commissioner Michael Farrell for arranging a

handful of departments were detectives expected

one-day site visit that included presentations

to assist in problem solving.

by key investigative personnel and focus group
discussions (September 30, 2008). This brief

4. However, we should not forget that “shallow

description of the New York Police Department’s

problem solving” (Braga and Weisburd, 2006) that

efforts to reform the work of their detectives is

is often characteristic of Compstat and other sim

drawn from materials and qualitative insights

ilar analytic efforts, assists many departments to

provided during that site visit.

deal with routine and minor matters for which
full-blown analysis is unnecessary or redundant

8. For more information, see http://www2.fbi.gov/

— given the circumstances.

ucr/cius2008/index.html (accessed November 14,
2010).

5. It can be argued that the 9/11 attacks and
the need to prevent such attacks in the future

9. We would like to t hank former Chief

contributed to the current reconsideration of

Commissioner Christine Nixon and current Chief

detective work. The desperate need for intel

Commissioner Simon Overland for arranging a

ligence about future attacks gave evidence that

two-day site visit that included presentations

the investigation of past events for the purpose

by key investigative personnel and focus group
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discussions (March 16-17, 2009). We particularly

communications (March and May 2010) that facil

would like to thank Superintendent Craig Howard

itated understanding of Operation Haul and the

for his helpful presentation and in-depth discus

various applications of the National Intelligence

sion of changes to the Crime Department. This brief

Model to the work of investigators.

description of the Victoria Police Department’s
efforts to reform the work of their investigators

12. Revelations of specific cases — the Confait case

is drawn from materials and qualitative insights

(a homicide), and the Guilford Four and McGuire

provided during that site visit. Interested readers

Seven (both involving terrorism and the IRA) —

should also consult a recent report by the Boston

prompted the formation of the RCCP and later the

Consulting Group (2005) on the development of a

RCCJ as well as the Police and Criminal Evidence

new model for the work of criminal investigators.

Act (1984). In these cases, suspects were convicted
and served a number of years in prison before the

10. The property crime rate in Victoria includes all

detective work was exposed as fraudulent. The

offenses relating to property including stolen and

review commissions uncovered the concern

damaged property (such as graffiti and other forms

ing common problem across these cases that the

of vandalism). The inclusion of these offenses in

responsible detectives had little training, man

the property crime category explains the rela

agement and supervision. There have been several

tively high, by U.S. UCR standards, property crime

public examinations of policing in the U.K. and a

rate in Victoria. Victoria Police Annual Report,

number of standing bodies and commissions that

2007-2008, http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.

provide oversight. Those referenced here are small

asp?Document_ID=49 (accessed June 30, 2009).

in number and are meant to be illustrative and not
exhaustive.

11. We would like to thank a number of police
executives for time spent in discussion that led

13. See http://www.npia.police.uk/en/10093.htm

to greater insight and enhanced understanding

(accessed May 8, 2010).

of the U.K. experience of criminal investigators.
The in-depth conversation and consultation com

14. For additional information, see http://www.npia.

bined with the sharing of written materials by Chief

police.uk/en/5237.htm for courses in investigative

Constable and Chief Executive Peter Neyroud of the

skills, core programmes, specialist programmes,

National Police Improvement Agency contributed

and further links to PIP and SIO (accessed

to the understanding of the professional develop

November 14, 2010).

ment scheme in U.K. policing and its contribution
to culture change (March 17, 2010). Appreciation is
also extended to Detective Superintendent Mark
Warwick, Thames Valley Police, Counter Terrorism
Intelligence Unit South East, for several telephone

15. Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary’s
(HMIC’s) tagline on the website is “inspecting polic
ing in the public interest.” http://www.hmic.gov.uk/
Pages/home.aspx (accessed May 8, 2010).
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16. See http://www.npia.police.uk/en/10510.htm

Bayley, David (ed.). 1998. What Works in Policing.

(accessed May 8, 2010).

New York: Oxford University Press.

17. Operation Haul was activated in November

Bloch, Peter, and David Bell. 1976. Managing

2005 and culminated in 2008 with the arrest

Criminal Investigations: The Rochester System.

and later conviction of multiple members of the

Washington, DC: The Police Foundation.

criminal network known as the Johnson Clan. It
is difficult to account with specificity the actual

Bloch, Peter, and Donald Weidman. 1975.

amount of cash and antiques that was stolen

Managing Criminal Investigations: Prescriptive

but it is estimated to be in excess of £30 million

Package. Washington, DC: U.S. Government

and possibly £80 million which is in accordance

Printing Office.

with court records and other public accounts.
Interested readers should consult “Operation
Haul” in the Investigative Practice Journal,
September 25, 2008.
18. Many of the procedures utilized in Operation
Haul such as managing victims and witnesses,
managing investigations and more are described
in Practice Advice for the Implementation of a

Boston Consulting Group. 2005. A Major Crime
Management Model for the Victoria Police. Final
report to the Victoria Police.
Braga, Anthony A. 2001. “The Effects of Hot Spots
Policing on Crime.” Annals of the American
Academy of Political and Social Science, 578:
104-125.

Volume Crime Management Model (National

Braga, Anthony A. 2008a. Problem-Oriented

Centre for Policing Excellence, 2004). This is an

Policing and Crime Prevention. Second edition.

excellent resource for further reading.

Monsey, NY: Criminal Justice Press.
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